Information and Supply List for “Star Struck”
Workshop with Gyleen Fitzgerald
Wednesday, September 10, 2014
Time: 9:30am to 4:00pm
Star Struck: One day is all it takes to make this 22” x 80” table or bed runner.
You’ll love the butterfly seam technique that makes the piecing effortless.
Basic Sewing Supplies to include a seam ripper
Sewing machine in working order, etc.
Tools: Deb recommends bringing your favorite “big” ruler: i.e., 6” X 24” or 8.5”
X 24.5” or 12” X 12” or whatever.
From Gyleen:
Supplies:
•
Soloist: This is the feature fabric and like a soloist will make your quilt
sing. However, too many cau
ses disruption, be a
wise and only select one. 22” x 18” is all you’ll need.
•
Harmonizer: This is the voice that blends or goes between the soloist
and the choir. You know the voice that has range. 22” x 18” will work.
•
Choir: This is where you have the variety. These are the voices that
are nice and even great but for sure they are not soloists. You will need (12) 3”
x 40” strips.
•
Background: Everybody needs a stage; a platform of sorts to showcase
the act. One yard is perfect.
•
Special instruments: Polygon and Polygon2 Tools.
***See page 2
Gyleen’s pattern for “Star Struck” and/or the book “Polygon Affair” will be
available at the workshop as well as the two Polygon Rulers/Templates.
The Polygon Ruler is $14 and the Polygon2 Ruler is $20. The class pattern will
be $8 or the Polygon Affair book is $25.
General Notes: I (Gyleen) selected a bunch of stuff from a fairly narrow color
palette. One fabric (background) needs to be at least a yard or better; or you
need several that can be substituted for each other. Personally, I think this
project lends itself to a variety of background fabrics.

From Gyleen’s Supply List:
Soloist = S or the middle of the star
Harmonizer = H or what you see as the striped
fabric (also in the edge pieces); immediately
next to S
Choir = 1 & 2 & 3 or the diamond shapes next
to H and the background
Background = background or the fabric you see
the most of at left

